Calculations are made to demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining one-step frequency division from optical or infrared laser freq&kies to a su6harmonic in the microwave spectral region. The cyclotron orbit of a single relativistic electron in a Penning trap is driven with a Gaussian laser beam focused to a spot diameter -A; the laser subharmonic frequency is measured from the electron synchrotron radiation. The uncertainty in orbit dimensions is limited to A/2 by radiative cooling and the technique of motional sideband excitation.
INTRODUCTION
The need for precise frequency measurement in the infrared and optical regions is well known.' Present successful techniques' use the method of harmonic mixing to intercompare optical and infrared laser frequencies and to compare these laser frequencies with the more conventional microwave frequency standards. It would of course be desireable to simplify this process as much as possible; for example, if the most stable and accurate frequency sources are eventually realized in the infrared or optical regions, one needs to translate the frequency to very low values to obtain precise and accurate timing. With this in mind, it is suggested that frequency translation from the infrared or optical region to the microwave region might be accomplished by a single device which is a type of frequency divider as described below.
II. PRINCIPLE OF FREQUENCY DIVISION
The more conventional techniques of frequency multiplication or harmonic mixing use the harmonic generation and mixing properties resulting from a nonlinear device (e.g., crystal with nonlinear response for harmonic generation) which is driven by one or more linear excitations. ' It is noted, however, that harmonic response can also be obtained by driving a purely harmonic oscillator by a nonlinear (spatially inhomogeneous) field. This technique has been used in high-energy particle accelerators for many years.* For example, particles in synchrotrons are sometimes driven by radiation from microwave cavities (localized to a small portion of the cyclotron orbit) at frequencies which are higher harmonics of the cyclotron orbit frequency. It is suggested then, to carry this technique to its practical limit; that is, one can drive the cyclotron orbit of a charged particle (electron) in a magnetic field at a very high harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. The power supplied by the harmonic excitation is balanced by the synchrotron radiation. If the orbit is stable, then the cyclotron frequency is an exact submultiple of the driving frequency and can be measured from the emitted synchrotron or cyclotron radiation.
To illustrate this technique, consider the example of Fig. 1 . Radiation from a collimated Gaussian laser beam (polarized in the x direction) travels in the -z direction and is focused to a spot diameters, (beam-waist diameter at focal point). The center of the beam waist is made to coincide with the orbit path of a single electron confined to the XJJ plane (see Sec. 111). As the electron passes through this region it experiences an electric field whose amplitude in the x direction can approximately' be given by where o1 = 27~c/A = ~T V , is the laser angular frequency, tis the time (where t = 0 coincides with the electron crossing they axis), S is the phase factor, and q5 is the amplitude factor (in volts). Assuming the change in energy (A W ) for one pass through thelaser field is small compared to the total electron energy and that the spot size is small compared to the orbit diameter, we have where the substitution t = x / v (u is the electron velocity) has been used. We can write the incident laser power in the form trodes. The axially symmetric trap is formed with two "endcap" electrodes which conform to @ = 0 equipotentials and a "ring" electrode which conforms to the equipotential @ = V,. In the nonrelativistic limit, the motion is comprised of purely harmonic motion along the axial (z) direction at frequency v, and the motion in the xy plane is described by the sum of the two vectors rcand r,, which rotate at frequencies VI. and v, . The axial motion can be thermalized to the ambient temperature, which could be that of liquid He. The magnetron motion could be "cooled" by the technique of motional sideband excitation. ',6 Treating the problem classically (see the Appendix) the magnetron radius can be shrunk to a value &=2(o,/02Kz2)* where (z2) is the mean-square thermally excited axial ampli- 
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IV. CYCLOTRON ORBIT STABILITY
Under the proper conditions, the cyclotron orbit will phase lock to a subharmonic of the laser frequency. This is generally true if the condition tr> 6> 0 is satisfied and if the laser has rather modest frequency and amplitude stability. Consider that 6 = 4~ initially. Then P,= I .4x W, and this same power must be dissipated by the synchrotron radiation. The power radiated by an electron orbiting in a magnetic field in free space is' For the example conditions discussed above, Pf= 2.5 X IO-" W. To achieve the necessary increase in damping rate, it would be necessary to split the ring electrode along a plane containing the z axis and couple the two halves to a microstrip which is then made to resonate at frequency ; , (Q-500). This circuit would then be coupled into frequency-measurement electronics to determine vi. One could alternatively reduce the laser power but it is desirable to couple the maximum power out in order to maximize the signal-tonoise ratio.
Stability is achieved because if the energy of the electron increases slightly, due for example to increased laser power or reduction in Q of the microwave resonator, then the cyclotron frequency of the electron decreases slightly (due to the increase in relativistic mass) and it arrives at the laser spot experiencing a slightly advanced phase on the next pass, i.e., 
A. Laser frequency stability requirements
An obvious upper limit for the phase fluctuations in the laser is given by the condition that 1 6 I 5 an in a time less than the cyclotron orbit time. A stronger limit is, however, given by the condition that the cyclotron frequency be able to track the laser frequenq as it jitters or drifts. An apE;oxk, mate limit on how fast the cyclotron frequency can slEw IS given by the rate at which the cyclotron energy decays. (This is also approximately equal to the maximum rate at which the energy can increase, which is the condition when 6 4 . ) In a more thorough treatment of the problem one must consider the effect of stimulated emission.' This would actually create a stronger tendency to lock as the cyclotron frequency became less; for simplicity we neglect stimulated emission here. We have whereEis the total relativistic electron energy. In the phaselock condition, vi = kvc; therefore to maintain phase lock, the maximum rate of frequency change that can be tolerated by the laser is 1 $ 1 =k--P,, vc max E which equals 5 x 10" Hz/sec for the example parameters chosen above. Stabilized lasers9 have shown frequency slew rates as small as 50-500 kHz/sec, and therefore this condition is satisfied.
B. Laser amplitude stability requirements
Similarly, rather modest amplitude stability requirements are imposed on the laser. When the laser input power is "matched" to the extracted power, (Gsran) then phase lock is maintained except for extremely large amplitude fluctuations in a time < l/vc. Over longer times, ifthe laser power decreases by more than a factor of 2 from the matched condition [qj <fiqj(matched)], then A Wbecomes too small to maintain phase lock.
In the phase-locked condition, we note that amplitude changes cause phase fluctuations given by the condition that A Wmust remain constant. From E.q. (2), we note that changes in 4 must therefore be accompanied by changes in 8.
This implies that the change in phase at the output frequency 
C. Magnetic field stability requirements
If the magnetic field strength changes, then phase lock will still be maintained since the cyclotron radius 0;) will change to keep vc constant. This is true to the extent that the cyclotron orbit path continues to pass through the laser spot. From the expression w, = eB / ( y m g ) we find that for v, to remain constant we have If we require dr, < 0. lR, then for the example discussed above we must havedBdB, < 7.4X lo-', which is easily satisfied. The limit on how fast Bo can change is given by how fast the energy can change for constant 0;. We have
E%g.be example conditions, the maximum fractional rate of change of Bo is equal to lO'/sec, which is easily satisfied. Similar stability requirements are imposed on the trap electric potentials, but the requirements are relaxed by the ratio -vm/vc.
D. Determination of k
The division factor k may be determined two ways: (I) by a prior knowledge of v, to an accuracy of better than l/k and a measurement of . ' , or 
E. Radiation pressure
In addition to the force on the electron along the x direction as it passes through the laser field, there are forces along the other directions as well. For example, the distortion of the laser fields for tight focusing3 causes a force along the z direction. A larger force in the z direction is due to radiation pressure; this is the force due to the v x B term experienced by the electron passing through the laser spot. 
F. Background gas pressure
Clearly, any collisions with background gas will cause the electron to either be scattered out of the trap or, for example, receive sufficient axial energy that A W averages to zero over many passes and phase lock is lost. In an apparatus at liquid-helium temperatures, pressures of 5.1.3 x lo-" Pa (lo-" Torr) should be obtainable, and the primary background gas constituent should be He. For u/c = 0.8, the electron-He total scattering cross section (c) is estimated to be'" 2.4 X lo+ cm', yielding a total "destructive" collision rate (R ) of
where n(He) is the He density. Therefore, continuous operation for a time 2 4 x lo' sec could be expected, which is long enough to complete a precise frequency measurement.
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V. SCENARIO OF OPERATION .A single electron could be prwided in the Penning trap by using established procedures.' The relativistic cyclotron orbit could be initialized by using an external dri;.e (across the split ring electrodes) at frequency 1.;. Note that this external drive frequency must be swept down as the electron energy increases due to the relativistic m a s shift; for the example above I*,(final) = 0.61,;(initial). With microwabe electric field strengths of 1V/cm at the cyclotron orbit. this "runup" timecan be less than 1 msec. With the external cyclotron drive held at i*i.(final), the inhomogeneous excitation at frequency ifz + v,,, must then be applied in order to "freeze out" the magnetron oscillations. The laser can then be turned on and the v:, drive turned off and phase locking should occur.
Note that the inhomogeneous excitation at v, + I '~~ must be continuously applied or the magnetron motion will be excited by the background thermal radiation. The focused laser beam could be projected through the trap if, for example, the endcaps are made of mesh with hole size >A.
VI. OPERATION AT LONGER LASER WAVELENGTHS
Experimental conditions (traps size, etc.) are considerably relaxed by using lower laser frequencies and therefore reducing confinement constraints. 
VII. DISCUSSION
The use of a type of frequency divider as discussed here potentially has important advantages over presently used techniques. First, the divider could replace in a single device the elements in a frequency synthesis chain which may use several multipliers and intermediate oscillators. It should be able to divide over a continuous range of laser frequencies being limited only by the frequency sensitivity of the focusing lens. Also, we note that in frequency multipliers of order k, the noise spectral density increases as k f relative to the carrier. For high-order multiplication this may mean that the carrier becomes completely lost in the noise unless an oscillator with very high spectral purity is used as the input oscillator. With a type of frequency divider as discussed here, this problem does not occur. The noise spectral density decreases relative to the carrier, being limited by the added instrumental noise in the vi detection electronics.
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APPENDIX
Doppler-effect-generated optical sideband cooling '." and magnetron cooling' are formally identical, but for the sake of.conciscneas only the specific case of magnetron cooling is examined. Briefly, the technique works as follo\vs: To reduce the magnetron oscillation amplitude, the axial motion can be driven by an inhomogeneous rf field at the sideband frequency vz +-)',,!; however, the axial motion predominantly reradiates at frequency v2. The energy difference per scattered microwave photon h [ 18, -(v, + I,,,,)] = -tron energy; therefore, the oscillation amplitude decreases. Qualitatively, the cooling is limited because the magnetron motion is excited by the noise generated from the thermal axial motion via the inhomogeneous rf field.': This noise has the same spectral shape as that of the axial oscillation, but is centered around frequency v,,,.
must come from the magneTo estimate the cooling limit classically, assume that the electron in the Penning trap is subjected to an inhomogeneous rf field
where and the x coordinate of the electron motion can be written The corresponding rate of magnetron energy change is Note that for the magnetron motion, r,,, becomes smaller as E,,, increases since most of the magnetron energy is electric field potential energy.
The axial motion can be described by we find that the magnetron motion is driven by the rfelectric field ( Z , ( t ) + Z") cos(0, + am) 1.
J E X E,(r) = -(A61
The first term is the "damping" term which resulted in h e magnetron energy change given by Eq. (A4). The second term is responsible for the magnetron noise excitation. To estimate the effect of this term we consider the following: If the undamped magnetron motion is driven by a resonant electric rf field the resulting amplitude contains a term which grows according to '' a!? r m ( t ) COS(mmt + S When excited by noise, the amplitude grows in this fashion only for a time rc, where rc is the coherence time of the noise.
In this case the coherence time is determined by the bandwidth of the axial oscillation, and we have rc = 2rz. After t / r c coherence times the amplitude has grown in a randomwalk fashion and we have
The total magnetron energy can be written as E,,, = tm$(ok -40;). 
